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OVERVIEW

SANS 2022 CLOUDSECNEXT SUMMIT
May 3: Expo Day 1 & Summit Bonus Sessions
May 4: Expo Day 2 & Summit Solutions Track

San Diego, CA  |  In-Person and Virtual

AJ Yawn is Co-Founder and CEO at ByteChek and a 
Founding Board Member of the National Association 
of Black Compliance and Risk Management 
Professionals (NABCRMP). AJ has earned 6 
AWS certifications including the AWS Solutions 
Architect-Professional and AWS Security-Specialty. 
Prior to ByteChek, AJ spent over a decade in the 
cybersecurity industry both in the US Army and as 
a consultant. He is a regular speaker at SANS Cloud 
Security curriculum events such as BIPOC in Cloud 
Forum and CloudSecNext Summit, and can be found 
teaching SEC557

CHAIRPERSON

AJ Yawn
Cloud Security Expert

It’s likely that your organization stores sensitive data and 
resources in the cloud.  Protecting these assets is top of mind 
for executives and security professionals. The speed and 
simplicity of the cloud allow companies to build applications 
faster than ever before. Unfortunately, this speed often comes 
with a cost - a lack of focus on security.  
 
Security in the cloud shouldn’t slow down the business. 
Companies must move fast to keep up with their competition, 
and security professionals must develop automated solutions 
to stay ahead of threats. Attackers are finding new ways to 
exploit weaknesses in the cloud, which requires companies 
to implement innovative solutions to protect their customers’ 
data.  

The CloudSecNext Solutions Track will focus on technical 
case studies and thought leadership using specific examples 
relevant to helping companies improve the security of their 
cloud environment through automation.
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